What do you think the vineyard looked like?

Connect the dots to find out.

The Parable of the Tenants

Jesus told a parable – a story. What was it about?

Find out by using the code on the grapes. Write the letters from the grapes on the correct lines.
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When the harvest time approached, the landowner sent his servants to the tenant farmers to collect his fruit. What happened next?

To find out, fit the words from this list into the crossword puzzle. Then transfer the words to the numbered lines in the story.

son  threw  stoned  respect  landowner
beat  seized  tenants  servants
sent  killed  treated  vineyard

The (5)____________ (11)____________ his
(2)____________; they (10)________ one,
(3)____________ another, and (4)________ a
third. Then the (8)____________
(9)_______ other (2)____________,
and the (5)____________ (6D)__________ them the same way. Last of all, he (9)_______ his (7)_______ to
them. “They will (12)____________ my (7)_______,” he said. But when the (5)____________ saw the (7)_______,
they (6A)_________ him out of the (1)____________ and (3)___________ him.

So what will the landowner do? Unscramble the letters to find out.

He will bring those __________ to a wretched _____, and he will ______ the __________ to others,
ennatts edn nret dryvanei
who will give him his _______ of the ______ at _________ time.
hreas porc evrhast